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Synopsis

If you are interested in learning Node, then this book will get you started quickly. This is a 'no-fluff' fast-track guide to learning Node the right way. Node is great for back-end development using the power of functional programming with JavaScript. You do not need to learn JavaScript to learn Node, though learning JavaScript is helpful in learning Node's syntax. Node, like Python, are actually based or built on server-side procedural languages like C++. This is why you can use Node and Python to implement or directly interface with server-side functionality and services like FTP, HTTP Web, SMTP and much more. You cannot create these types or interact directly with server-side services using 'front-end' technologies like JavaScript. In order for JavaScript to use server-side services, the JavaScript needs to make (most common) AJAX calls to the server. The server-side back-end code like Node, is used to implement the request and return the results back to the client (web browser). With Node, you can also create MVC style web applications or use Node as Web Server. You will learn a lot in a short amount of time by reading this guide.
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Customer Reviews

It's a little out of date, but the examples are clear, the explanation is straightforward. This isn't a
filled with noise to get page-turns. The comparisons to .NET and Java were useful. Good explanations. Note that it *is* a bit out of date, so just use it as an overview to get the feel for node.

This was a really nice intro to node.js! I am coming from a python backend world and this quick tutorial gave me exactly what I needed to start exploring existing node.js apps and write some simple of my own. It only takes a couple of hours, and you are ready! Loved it
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